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Abstract
Since the ability of Workforce Management Systems to handle mobility induced challenges of mobile environments like data-communication cut-offs, reduced
network bandwidth, and security concerns improved recently, the optimization efforts of mobile enterprises increasingly focus on the organizational setup of their mobile environment. This includes issues like, e.g., the
dimension and staffing of regional subdivisions, qualification balance of the workforce, and resource allocation
strategies. While this multitude of possible adjustment parameters for optimization prevents from the analytical prediction of organizational change efforts,
simulation is a promising approach to analyze mobile environments and their change.
In this work we present a formal model representing
a generalization of mobile environments. This model can
be utilized to examine the cost situation and performance
of both real mobile enterprises and projected future development scenarios of such enterprises. The model is
developed using colored petri nets (CPN) and the software suite CPN Tools. We show that our model is capable of predicting the outcomes of organizational change
projects by the utilization of simulation and present a validation of our model based on real-world data of a German gas and power supply.
Keywords: Mobile Environments, Enterprise Simulation, Workforce Management, Resource Modeling,
Colored Petri Nets

1. Introduction
Mobile processes in distributed and/or volatile business environments are increasingly gaining attention
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regarding efforts to improve the efficiency of process
execution. Besides the constant pressure any organization experiences to improve its performance by means
of change [6], the main technical reason is the increasing availability of high-bandwidth 3G data communication networks [19]. Process related data can now
be processed both downstream (i.e. toward the mobile
worker) and upstream (i.e. toward the organization’s
information systems). This allows for mobile business
processes to become controlled centrally.
In this work mobile processes are referred to as business processes of which at least one activity takes place
outside the organization’s physical bounds - i.e. in the
field [23]. Examples of such processes are the maintenance of supplier networks (electrical power, gas, water, etc.), the service of technical equipment at customer’s sites, and the monitoring of distributed sites
as construction sites [25] or supermarkets (e.g. mystery shopping [39]).
Mobile processes are characterized by a number of
attributes differentiating them from non-mobile processes. Among them are the location awareness of activities – i.e. the necessity to have workers travel to
the site of the activity’s execution – and thus the possibility of data and voice communication cut-offs during process execution. The location awareness of mobile processes represents a challenging restriction for
the scheduling of the workforce (the assignment of resources to mobile activities) [22] in comparison to the
resource assignment in non-mobile processes [35]. It
leads to the necessity to prepare work lists for each
worker, to preload data to the workers’ mobile devices,
and to the consideration of the spatial distribution of
skills and competence over time. The latter is forced by
the possibility of highly prioritized processes, that require immediate execution by nearby located resources.
From a certain size of the area they cover, such enterprises tend to organize themselves in subdivisions with
responsibility for regionally assigned assets and their

respective business processes. Thus the enterprise administers a number of regional divisions with identical functional processes performed on their respective
distributed assets. Such assets can be dedicated predefined customer sites, immobile technical equipment,
or a variety of different consumer products at unforeseeable sites – if the company offers appropriate repair services, for instance. Assignments of such assets
of responsibility to a subdivision are often based on either historical evolution of the enterprise, administrative structures as counties or states, or natural boundaries like rivers or mountain ranges. The establishment
of such assignments may have sensible reasons at first
glance but an organization can hardly determine, if the
regional assignment of assets, resources, and workers
is optimal regarding the organization’s cost situation.
This situation aggravates in the occasion of mergers
or acquisitions, since there is usually no prior knowledge about the performance of the unified workforce.
Cost functions may be based on travel distances, duration of technical malfunctions, or the number of workers employed. They strongly vary between organizations based on their respective areas of business.
Due to the fact that the numerous aforementioned
constraints of mobile environments, a wide variety
of cost functions, and differently targeted workforce
scheduling algorithms prevent from analytical prediction of changes to mobile environments, this work aims
at the simulation-based investigation of effects of different organizational setups of mobile process environments. Since the necessity to maintain workers’ work
lists is a core attribute of mobile environments, actually independent business processes may become interdependent by the demand of identical resources. Thus
the regional assignment of assets and resources in mobile environments influences and is influenced by all
concerned business processes. Therefore approaches to
business process simulation for single processes are not
fully suitable as a solution of the problem addressed.
Moreover the influence of several business processes
to modeling and simulation forces the development of
a general high-level model of mobile environments, into
which models of the different business processes can
be integrated as necessary. We introduce such a general model of mobile environments, which can be fed
with data of real or designed scenarios and predict the
performance and cost-effects of these different scenarios examined. Thus change decisions can be supported
by results from the application of the model to the enterprise’s current situation and the planned changes.
The contribution of our work is such a general model
of mobile environments applicable to various domains.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows:

section 2 gives an overview of existing enterprise modeling approaches, business process simulation and aspects of mobility. Section 3 introduces the models developed. In section 4 the aforementioned models are
utilized to analyze the mobile environment of a German gas and power supply. Section 5 concludes the article and gives directions for further research.

2. Related Work
Mobile applications play an important role in efforts to optimize mobile organizations and their business processes. A number of case studies of real-world
scenarios examine the effects of such solutions in several
industries as in service organizations [16], in the utility
industry [27, 34], in the construction industry [8, 25], in
banking services [24], in mobile police work [30], and in
the paper industry [18] for example. Much research focuses on dedicated aspects of such applications. In [32]
an approach to derive functional and non-functional requirements from the characteristics of the mobile scenario is presented. This work also analyzes the general
characteristics of mobile work. Several aspects of mobile tasks’ quality concerns are presented in [19] and
[23], while [33] outlines and thoroughly analyzes the
mobility induced challenges for software engineering as
a whole. The authors divide mobility in physical mobility of mobile hosts (workers and / or devices) and
logical mobility of code and state. The former is associated with our question for optimal dimensions of
administrative regions, while the latter is influenced
by scheduling decisions based on the workforce’s state.
Additionally the authors discuss many different issues
of architectural design for mobile applications. [5] propagates the utilization of the Micro-Apache Generic Interface to overcome limitations of web-induced inhibition of decentralization of process definitions. More
general approaches to technical and architectural concerns of mobile systems are presented in [12] and [15].
The mobility related research mentioned above focuses
either on the independent support of single mobile processes, on the technical and administrative concerns of
implementing mobile systems, or on the characteristics of mobility itself.
Regarding business process simulation (BPS) the
authors of [31] state, that the simulation of business
processes creates an added value in understanding, analyzing, and designing processes by introducing dynamic aspects. They argue for the application of process maps for simulation modeling in Business Process
Change (BPC) projects. The application of computer
based simulation models of business processes reduces
the complexity of organizational analysis and thus con-

tributes to a higher level of understanding and designing organizational structures [13]. It enables migration
from static toward a dynamic process models [1]. Simulation helps to reveal the reasons for unexpected behavior of process execution [7]. Although business process simulation is widely accepted in research communities, an empirical study [26] discovered, that 64% of
the enterprises examined don’t use simulation to predict the outcomes of change projects in advance. This
may be due to the broad focus of simulation tools which
aim to cover most of the problem domains suitable for
simulation. In [10] a business process simulation template for the Arena1 simulation suite is presented to
support appropriate industrial projects. Though BPS
is increasingly gaining attention, most approaches focus on single business processes, but only marginally
consider the properties of the process execution environment – where several concurrent processes are executed.
Enterprise Modeling (EM) aims to overcome the
aforesaid limitations of BPS approaches by considering the organization as a whole with it’s complete set
of business processes. Regarding the development of
methods for the modeling of organizations [3] states
that ”Since the 80s, two main approaches to Enterprise Integration (EI) have matured: (i) the integration
of software applications that support the functionality
of business processes; (ii) the definition of Enterprise
Models by means of Enterprise Modelling Languages
and integration of such models, for understanding, validating and effectively achieving EI”. Prevalent enterprise modeling methods are GRAI [11], PERA [38],
GERAM [36], and CIMOSA [20]. These approaches
mainly focus on either enterprise models for production
and manufacturing environments or on the documentation and understanding of organizational structures for
the development of Enterprise Resource Planing (ERP)
Systems. They are not intended to support mobile environments natively. In [4] an enterprise modeling framework for distributed organizations (CEMF-DO) is proposed. This framework aims at the utilization of the
Unified Enterprise Modeling Language (UEML) [37]
to gain interoperability of different distributed enterprise models.
Resource allocation for the non-mobile case is thoroughly discussed in [35], where 43 different patterns
for the allocation of resources to work items are presented (we use the terms activity and work item in interchangeable manner). The nature of mobile work prevents numerous of the patterns from being utilized in
mobile environments, since pull-mechanisms (the work1
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ers choose the items to work on) are not suitable due
to the demand to decrease the travel times and distances between subsequent work items and the local
focus of the single worker. The authors of [29] utilize colored petri nets to model and compare the work
distribution mechanisms of three different non-mobile
workflow management systems. They distinguish static
from dynamic resource allocation and argue for flexible
work distribution mechanisms based on their reference
model. An approach for the improvement of role-based
resource allocation mechanisms by the consideration of
unavailability or overloading of workers, context dependent suitability, deadlines, and delegation issues is presented in [21], also focusing on the non-mobile case. A
colored petri nets based simulation model for the analysis of non-mobile resource-constrained processes is presented in [28]. This work was the basis and starting
point of the simulation and modeling approach for mobile environments we are presenting here. Another initial work for our research is found in [14], where the
authors present a simulation based modeling and analysis approach for the performance and cost evaluation
of mobile information systems.

3. Development of the CPN model
Characteristics of the processes in question
Since we want to develop a general model of mobile
environments and thus focus on just the mobile part
of the organization’s processes, we don’t need to cover
the business process as a whole, but can abstract from
the actual business process models. We define a representation of mobile work as illustrated in figure 1. The
marked part of the model contains the relevant process steps for our work.

(1) Description of activity
and preparation of
necessary information

(2) Allocation of
appropriate resource to
activity

optional
(4) Examination of work
results and
considerations of further
measures

(3) Execution of mobile
activity

Figure 1. Abstract mobile process

This characterization of mobile processes implies

several assumptions and attributes to be provided.
For the allocation of appropriate resources to activities
we need to determine (i) the appropriate qualification
(role) of the resource capable to execute the activity
and (ii) the allocation (or scheduling) algorithm. To assign a resource to an activity, the resource’s role must
be in the set of roles that are able to perform the underlying task. Due to the fact, that traveling contributes
considerably to the costs of mobile processes, we need
to manage work lists which contain a resource’s activities for a given period of time (e.g. one day) in chronological order. The relevant attributes of the execution of
mobile activities are (i) the geographic location of the
asset associated with the activity, (ii) the expected execution time, and (iii) the task to be performed. In addition to approaches modeling non-mobile processes each
resource must keep information about its current geographic location and the work items either have to be
assigned to a geographic location.
Evaluation objectives Since we focus on the examination of different organizational scenarios of one
and the same mobile environment, the model must be
able to answer the following questions regarding different setups:
1. What impact has the modification of the dimensions of regional subdivisions (regions) on the overall costs?
2. Is the workforce distribution among the regions suitable to perform all activities in a certain
amount of time?
3. Is the workforce’s qualification suitable for the
kind and amount of activities to perform?
Assuming, that – abstracting from underlying business objectives – travel times and workforce utilization
have the most impact on cost changes in mobile environments, we present a short formal description of the according coherences.
Be W the set of all workers and A the set of all asd
sets. Then the sequence wlw
= (a1 , ..., an ) with ai ∈ A
is the work list of worker w ∈ W for day d. Let loc(ai )
define the geographic location of asset ai . Then the
travel list of worker w for day d is the sequence
d
tlw
= (loc(homew ), loc(a1 ), ..., loc(an ), loc(homew ))
(1)
with homew being the home base of worker w. Let further tl(i) be the ith element of tl and travel(l1 , l2 ) be
the travel time between locations l1 and l2 . Then the
daily travel time of worker w is calculated as

ttravel
=
w,d

n+1
X
i=1

d
d
travel(tlw
(i), tlw
(i + 1))

(2)

Let further days(w) be the number of working days of
worker w. Then the overall travel time ttravel can be
calculated as
ttravel =

|W | days(w)
X
X
w=1

ttravel
w,d

(3)

d=1

The overall working time twork can be calculated in a
similar way. The total execution time ttotal of all activities in the organization is then
ttotal = twork + ttravel

(4)

The overall times for a single worker (ttotal
, twork
, and
w
w
travel
tw
) are defined accordingly. Let R be the set of all
regions, r ∈ R be a region, and Wr be the set of the
workers assigned to region r, then the according times
for a region are determined by:
|Wr |

ttravel
=
r

X

|Wr |

ttravel
;
w

twork
=
r

w=1

X

twork
w

(5)

w=1

ttotal
= ttravel
+ twork
r
r
r

(6)

Let further Ar be the set of assets assigned to region r,
then the region’s total and travel efforts per asset are
calculated by:
ttotal
asset (r) =

ttotal
r
;
|Ar |

ttravel
asset (r) =

ttravel
r
|Ar |

(7)

Further comparability of regions can be achieved by
the total completion time of all activities in a region
(time stamp of the last activity’s finish):
tcomp
= max(ttotal
|w ∈ Wr )
r
w

(8)

and by the average total execution time per worker in
each region:
ttotal
tavg
= r
(9)
r
|Wr |
Therewith a number of basic evaluation criteria for
mobile environments are defined. These are by far not
complete, but will be suitable for the validation of our
model, which is the aim of this work. In the ongoing
evolution of the model (see sec. 5) we will introduce
further evaluation criteria.
Overview To develop a general model of mobile environments, we decided to use colored petri nets (CPN)
[17] – an extension of petri nets – since they have a complete formal basis, and tools for the modeling and simulation are available. As modeling tool we used CPN
Tools 2 .
2
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The CPN model consists of several hierarchically
associated parts, which represent different aspects of
the mobile resource-constrained process environment.
The model consists of a main part (TopLevel) containing subparts of which the most important are
the Scheduler and the mobile workers’ state model
(ResourceState).
The model discussed here is independent from the
structure of the business processes, since only mobile
tasks are analyzed. Figure 2 shows the top level of
the CPN model with its parts LoadData, Generator,
ResourceState and Scheduler. LoadData performs
the setup of an organisation’s specific environment and
initializes the simulator by loading the data of the process environment (Assets, resources (Workers), and
Regions) from text files into certain places of the net.
This data will then be used by the other parts of the
model. The Generator generates work items, which
will be assigned to mobile resources by the scheduler.
The Scheduler assigns work items so that each resource has a daily work list. After having a complete
schedule (i.e. at least 28.800 seconds or 8 hours of work
time and travel time scheduled) a resource begins to
flow through the ResourceState part of the model conducting the assigned activities.
Module Scheduler In mobile processes the assignment of resources and work items is restricted by both
the skill-match of resources and work items and by
their respective geographic location. Besides the resource’s utilization the minimization of travel efforts
is a main target of workforce scheduling. Therefore it
is necessary to create a flexible model which allows to
easily switch the scheduling algorithm for comparison.
The module Scheduler (fig. 3) works as follows.
First the arriving workitems (NewWorkitem) are assigned to the appropriate roles able to fulfill the work
item’s underlying task (stored in place TaskRoles).
Transition inputRequest adds the created request to a
list which presents all pending requests of exactly one
region (place Pending). A region represents a part of
the area covered by the data. This supports either the
altering of the regional structure of real world organizations in different simulation runs and parallel examination of several regions in one and the simulation run.
Accordingly each work item and each resource have an
attribute region, which is matched by the scheduler
in the transition schedule. Since ad-hoc assignment of
resources is not appropriate in mobile processes, the
scheduler has to predict durations for work and travel,
which are added to the resource’s corresponding attributes in transition addServiceTime by retrieving
the standard working times from place WorkingTimes.
The request containing the work item is appended to

the resource’s list of work items (its schedule).
We have chosen the nearest neighbor algorithm [9]
in the first place, which is by far not the best suited algorithm, but easy to implement in CPN ML and gives
acceptable and reasonable results. Our first aim was to
find out, if the CPN approach is feasible to cover the
problem domain at all. The scheduling algorithm is intended to find near to optimal assignments of resources
and work items. An optimal assignment is understood
as an assignment where all work items are completed
and travel times are minimized. Further work (see section 5) aims at the implementation of additional allocation algorithms. The module contains three helper
places: RegionCount, Wait, and UpdatedWorker.
Functions of Scheduler The nearest neighbor scheduling algorithm was implemented in
the CPN ML (a Standard ML sibling) functions
findFirstMatchingRequest,
unboundResourceMatches,
findClosestRequest, and assignClosestRequest whose
names speak for their respective functionality. Helper
functions (updateWorker, updateTimePlanned) were implemented to improve the visual simplicity of the
model.
Module ResourceState In this module the actual
work and traveling is performed. Therefore resources
with their respective work lists flow through the model
depicted in figure 4.
Since the place Ready is identical to the place
Worker of the modules TopLevel and Scheduler, either partly and fully scheduled workers show up in
the module ResourceState. To prevent workers from
starting their daily work with an incomplete schedule
(read: a schedule, which covers less than eight hours), a
guard protects the transition startTravel. This guard
uses information about the pending requests (place
Pending) and the resource’s already scheduled working
time. As soon as a schedule is completed by the scheduler (expected duration of 8 hrs or no requests left in
the corresponding region), the resource enters the place
Traveling whilst the according travel time is added
to the resource’s individual time stamp. Each resource
stores its geographic location in the attribute geo. Locations are represented by longitude and latitude values. Times for traveling from the current position to the
position of the first work item in the schedule are calculated by assuming, that the resource travels on the direct connection (on a sphere) of the two locations at a
speed of 30 km/h. This assumption proved to be sensible in comparison with a reduced set of 100 (1,3%) representative locations where the travel times were calculated by real route planning systems (Google Maps3
3
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MResource
LoadData
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1`("InspectPower", "P-Worker", 1200)++
1`("InspectGas", "G-Worker", 1200)++
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Figure 2. Top Level

1`("InspectPower", ["P-Worker","G-Worker"])++
1`("InspectGas", ["G-Worker", "P-Worker"])
TaskRoles

NewWorkitem
In

WorkingTimes
In
Worktime

Workitem

TaskRoles

(cid, task,
{res={id=rid, geo=loc, region=rgn},
restype = rtype})
(task, rl, wtime)

(task, rols)

[((List.null reqs) andalso not(mem rgnlist rgn))
orelse
(not (List.null reqs) andalso
(#region (#res ( #3 (#wi (hd reqs)))) = rgn))]

inputRequest

RegionCount
if (List.null reqs)
then rgnlist^^[rgn]
else rgnlist

(rgn, reqs^^[{wi=(cid,task,{res={id=rid,
geo=loc,
region=rgn},
restype = rtype}),
roles=rols}])

[((#2 (hd (#wl (#sched mres)))) = task) andalso
((#role mres) = rl)]

[]

rgnlist

(task, rl, wtime)

Workers

SIDs

updateTimePlanned(mres, wtime)

addServiceTime

I/O
MResource

1`1@+2
(bsf, reqs)

Wait

mres

mres

INTT
input (reqs, mres);
output(mresnew);
action (assignClosestRequest(mres, reqs));

cnt
(rgn, reqs)
Pending
Out

schedule
(rgn, delLastWI(reqs, mresnew))

mresnew

[UnboundResourceMatches(reqs, mres) andalso
((#tp (#sched mres)) < !daysec)]

RegionReqs

UpdatedWorker
MResource

Figure 3. Scheduler
and ViaMichelin4 ). The locations for the test were randomly selected from the real simulation data. For different organizational setups the average speed may have
to be adjusted, which the model is already prepared
for. Nonetheless we are currently considering the integration of a real route planning system for the purpose
of the simulations. The application of a symbolic location model [2] to the problem is inappropriate since the
4
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locations of activities are not a determined set but unforeseeable.
After reaching the site of the activity to be performed, the working time is added to the resource’s
time stamp in the transition startJob. The working
time is assumed to be equally distributed in an interval of 0.8 to 1.2 times the standard working time for
the activity’s underlying task and the worker’s resource
type. The working times differ between different roles
for the same task. Since we want to examine different

MResource
input (mres);
output (returnres);
action (returnResource(mres));

Ready
mres

In
returnres@+
returntime(returnres)

finishJob

[((#region (#res mres)) = rgn) andalso
(length(#wl (#sched mres)) > 0) andalso
((#tp (#sched mres) >= !daysec) orelse
(List.null reqs))]
startTravel

mres

Working

WorkingTimes
In

(rgn, reqs)

Pending
In

travelToNextLocation(mres)@+
timeToNextLocation(mres)

RegionReqs

Worktime
Travelling

(task, rl,
wtime)

MResource

MResource
mres@+wt
startJob

mres
input (wtime)
output (wt);
action (discrete(floor(real wtime * 0.8), floor(real wtime * 1.2)));

[((#2 (hd (#wl (#sched mres)))) = task) andalso
((#role mres) = rl) andalso
((#geo (#res mres)) = (#geo (#res (#3 (hd (#wl (#sched mres)))))))]

Figure 4. Resource State
administrative setups of an organization we can model
worker’s different levels of experience in different domains (place WorkingTimes). We assume, that for instance a worker who is genuinely skilled in maintaining power equipment and who was upgraded to maintain gas equipment will need longer for tasks in the gas
domain than a genuine worker of that domain for the
same tasks.
After finishing its work (leaving place Working) a
worker can either travel to the next working site or return to its home base, which could either be the organization’s headquarter or the worker’s place of accommodation. The worker is set to return home not before its
work list is empty, which means, that the daily schedule is completely performed. The transition finishJob
calculates and adds the appropriate travel time to the
worker’s time stamp and adjusts the worker’s flextime
amount. The calculation of the flextime is necessary
to perform the traveling to the working site in the
morning and back home in the evening often enough.
So overtimes are subtracted from the next day’s time
budget of the worker. Since the Scheduler can access
the place Ready/Workers it can assign requests to the
worker for the next day.
Functions of ResourceState The functions implemented for ResourceState are mainly helper functions
for the calculation of times with respect to travel distances. As already stated, the time necessary to relocate between working sites or home bases is currently
based on a speed assumption for the direct spherical arc between two locations. Locations are stored
as tuples of longitude and latitude of their positions

on Earth. A sphere is a valid simplification of Earth’s
surface for small distances (< 100 km). This functionality is implemented in distGeo, calcTravelTime,
timeToNextLocation, and travelToNextLocation. The
return to the resource’s base takes place as soon as
the daily work list is empty. Since we assume, that
the travel efforts in the morning and the evening have
significant influence on the total cost of mobile processes, it is necessary to model working days. This
functionality is implemented in returnResource and
calcReturnTime. The model we use for the representation of working times is threefold. Each resource has assigned attributes for the overtime worked (ot), for the
time stamp of its working day’s start (ds), and for the
approximately scheduled time (tp). tp is used by the
scheduler to keep track on when a resource’s daily time
budget is fully covered by its work list. Since overtimes
are deducted from the daily budget, each resource has
an individual daily budget, except for the first day of
service. The cumulated overtime is calculated by
ot = now + treturn − ds − budgetstd + otold

(10)

with now being the current timestamp, treturn being the time to travel back home, budgetstd being a
worker’s daily standard budget (8 hrs), and otold being the worker’s already achieved overtime. The next
day’s budget is then determined as follows:
budgetnew = budgetstd − ot

(11)

Color Sets The color sets are defined as follows:

colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset
colset

STRING = string
INT = int
INTT = int timed
ID = int timed
SID = string
SIDs = list SID
Case = ID timed
Task = string
Role = string
Roles = list Role
TaskRoles = product Task * Roles
ResType = string
TaskPlace = product Task * ResType
Geolocation = record lon: INT * lat: INT
Homebase = product SID * Geolocation
Resource = record id: ID * geo: Geolocation *
region: SID
SResource = record res: Resource * restype:
ResType declare input
Workitem = product Case * Task * SResource timed
Worklist = list Workitem
Request = record wi: Workitem * roles: Roles
Requests = list Request
RegionReqs = product SID * Requests
Schedule = record tp: INT * wl: Worklist *
ds: INT * ot: INT
MResource = record res: Resource * role: Role *
home: Geolocation * sched: Schedule timed
declare input

4. Application of the CPN model
To validate, if the model described above is capable of representing real-world mobile environments, we
applied it to the data of a German power and gas supply. The company covers a rural area of 7.000 km2 and
serves about 500,000 customers. The company is the
result of a recent merger of the local power and gas
suppliers, roughly covering the same area. The power
domain has 19 regional subdivisions and 115 workers,
while the gas domain has 9 regional subdivisions and
85 workers. For historical reasons, each region of the
power domain can be mapped topographically to exactly one region of the gas domain (fig. 5).
Given, that the number of employees in network
maintenance will either be constant or decrease over
the next years, we examined five different organizational scenarios, which were considered by the company’s management. The aim was to find out, if the
workers are well distributed over the regions and if it
makes sense, to educate power workers for gas domain
jobs and vice versa. We identified the following cases
to examine:
(1) Current situation: The domains will be
strictly separated, meaning, that workers of either domain will only perform work items of their respective domain.
(2) Dimensions of regions: Regions of the power domain are merged such that they cover identical areas
as the regions of the gas domain. The responsibilities remain separated as in case 1.
(3) Generalists vs. specialists (partly): If one domain is significantly more stressed, workers of one domain work in the other domain to help decrease work-

G1:
G2:
G3:

P1, P2
P3, P4
P5, P6, P7

G4:
G5:
G6:

P8
P9, P10
P6

G7:
G8:
G9:

P12, P13, P19
P14, P15
P16, P17, P18

Table 1. Mappings of power (P) to gas (G) regions

load. This case is optional.
(4) Generalists vs. specialists: Workers work in either domain. This helps to figure out if the increased working time is compensated by probably less travel time.
(5) Resource distribution: If the worker-to-asset ratio and the overall completion time are both higher
than that of other regions, workers are transferred from
other regions an thus have a completely new home location.
For the assessment of the simulation approach standardized, annually repeated processes were selected. In
the power domain 5,816 power substations and in the
gas domain 1,933 slide valves and regulators have to be
inspected from January until March. These processes
are well suited for the examination of the model, because inspection is an easy to understand and easy to
learn task.
Table 2 shows the simulation results. The average
total working time is denoted as twork
avg , the average total travel time is denoted as ttravel
avg , and the average
total execution time of the activities performed is denoted as ttotal
avg . Furthermore the percentage of overall
travel, the total execution time per asset (ttotal
asset ), and
)
are
given.
It can be
the travel time per asset (ttravel
asset
stated (see table 1 and fig. 5), that for the cases 1 and
2 ttravel
asset of the gas domain is significantly higher than
of the power domain. Case 2 shows, that just the unification of the power regions to match the gas regions
has no significant impact on the travel effort. As a result of the cases 1 and 2 we have chosen for case 3 to
let the workers of the power domain perform activities
in the gas domain, aiming at the reduction of travel effort. We assumed, that it takes these workers 20 minutes to perform inspections of assets of their own domain and 30 minutes for assets of the gas domain (place
WorkingTimes in fig. 2). This strategy shows almost no
impact on the overall performance. Case 4 shows the results for workers performing activities in each domain.
As expected, the travel effort drops dramatically, while
the total execution time increases by almost 15% when
we assume, that workers need 30 minutes for tasks in
the other domain (41800 ). When assuming execution
times of 25 minutes (41500 ) and 22.5 minutes (41350 )
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Figure 5. Regions: power (left) and gas (right)

Case

1

2
3
41800
41500
41350
5

Domain
Power
Gas
total
Power
Gas
total
total
total
total
total
Power

Workers

Assets

115
85
220
115
85
220
220
220
220
220
115

5816
1933
7749
5816
1933
7749
7749
7749
7749
7749
5816

twork
avg
(hrs)
1937.5
644.1
2581.6
1936.5
644.1
2580.6
2619.8
3128.4
2858.6
2721.3
1937.2

ttravel
avg
(hrs)
224.7
118.8
343.5
220.8
118.8
339.6
345.4
277.3
272.3
269.7
222.9

ttotal
avg
(hrs)
2162.2
762.9
2925.1
2157.3
762.9
2920.2
2965.2
3405.7
3131.0
2991.2
2160.1

travel
(%)
10.4
15.6
11.7
10.2
15.6
11.6
11.7
8.1
8.7
9.0
10.3

ttotal
asset
(mins)
22.31
23.68
22.65
22.26
23.68
22.61
22.96
26.37
24.24
23.16
22.28

ttravel
asset
(mins)
2.32
3.69
2.66
2.28
3.69
2.63
2.67
2.15
2.11
2.09
2.30

Table 2. Simulation results
instead, we could figure out, that the training of generalists will have advantages only if their working time
is less than 12.5% higher than that of specialists of the
appropriate domain. Case 5 shows the same results as
case 1 regarding travel effort.
When examining the simulation results of case 1,
we found, that the total completion times (when the
last activity is finished) of the 19 regions vary strongly
(tcomp
case1 in fig. 6 and table 3). Thus for case 5 we calculated a new distribution of the 115 workers to the 19
regions, such that the asset-to-worker-ratio is almost
equal for different regions. Figure 6 shows, that as a result the total completion times tcomp
case5 are almost equal,
while the average completion times tavg
case5 per worker
oscillate less than in case 1 (tavg
).
case1
The outcomes of the simulations seem to indicate
that the spatial distribution of mobile activities has
only small influence on the performance of the mobile
workforce. This is not surprising, since we have chosen
processes, that don’t have unforeseeable arrival rates,
and the tasks are performed such that each asset of
the organization is visited exactly once. Thus the to-

tal completion times of case 5 must be almost equal between different regions, since they state, that the last
activity is finished after about 24 hours (or 3 days).
Naturally most of the workers are finishing their tasks
before the last activity. Their efforts are shown in the
average completion times, which are different between
regions. Nonetheless these expectable results validate
the model to be suitable for the simulation of mobile
environments.
As an outcome of the simulations, a mix of the scenarios 2 and 5 is considered to be realized in future
change projects. The examination of scenario 4 validated, that the already made decision to postpone the
training of generalists was reasonable.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
When mobile organizations improve their business
by means of business process reengineering, not just
the processes themselves but the environment influences design decisions. Even independently from business process change, process environments are subject

Region

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19

Assets(|A|)

293
312
295
324
333
353
273
482
311
312
267
307
345
383
205
364
269
229
159
5816

Case 1
Workers(|W 1 |)

|A|
|W 1 |

6
6
5
7
7
6
6
7
7
6
7
7
6
8
4
6
5
5
4
115

49
52
59
46
48
59
46
69
44
52
38
44
58
48
51
61
54
46
40

Case 5
tavg
r
(hrs)
18,44
19,87
22,98
16,92
18,33
23,05
17,53
27,85
17,00
19,73
14,50
17,12
21,58
18,31
18,65
23,35
20,77
16,42
13,85

tcomp
r
(hrs)
24,29
24,24
24,42
21,30
24,24
24,44
23,85
32,45
21,64
24,38
16,44
22,46
24,43
24,45
24,06
24,45
24,30
17,35
16,31

Workers(|W 5 |)

|A|
|W 5 |

6
6
6
6
7
7
5
10
6
6
5
6
7
8
4
7
5
5
3
115

49
52
49
54
48
50
55
48
52
52
53
51
49
48
51
52
54
46
53

tavg
r
(hrs)
18,41
19,88
19,04
19,79
18,27
19,65
21,14
19,26
19,92
19,67
20,22
19,97
18,48
18,27
18,74
20,08
20,78
16,36
18,49

tcomp
r
(hrs)
24,12
24,24
24,33
24,39
24,26
24,32
24,40
24,40
24,34
24,31
24,35
24,33
24,21
24,57
24,22
24,25
24,27
17,06
23,03

Table 3. Impact of workforce transfer
to examination of their optimal support of the organization’s objectives. Therefore we developed a general model of mobile process environments capable of
answering questions relevant for strategic decisions by
means of simulation. We could show that our model
is suitable for the simulation of mobile environments
and thus can predict the outcomes of regional restructuring and employee qualification efforts. We are confident, that further evolution of our model will allow
for the answering of further questions, e.g. the application of automated workforce scheduling. Our long term
work aims at the ability of our model not just being
able to analyze scenarios, but to produce optimized scenarios based on provided cost functions.
We will keep utilizing CPN Tools for the development of our models of mobile process environments.
Since we experienced difficulties to manipulate simulation data (especially with the modification of regional
subdivisions) and consider our model not to be suitable
for out-of-the-box use in real-world industry projects,
we are currently developing a Java-based interface for
the manipulation of input data and the control of simulation runs. We will further enhance the model to handle working teams of two and more resources, prioritized work items, and non-human mobile resources as
e.g. technical equipment.
The assignment of the resources is currently performed by CPN ML functions in the CPN Tools suite.

Since several approaches to the assignment of mobile
resources are well understood for logistics services, an
interface is required to be able to utilize existing implementations of such algorithms. Especially the utilization of Java programs would decrease implementation efforts and increase the overall performance of the
simulation runs. An appropriate interface is currently
under development. The simplification to calculate the
travel times based on constant average speeds on spherical arcs can be improved in two ways: (i) an interface
to a professional route planning system could be implemented or (ii) an algorithm to automatically determine
and validate the average travel speed based on the organization’s real data could be developed. Due to performance issues of professional route planing systems
we tend to choose the latter option.
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